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The paper presents analysis of errors in translation as a comparison of the sets of errors in machine 

translation output (MT), shared translation memory (TM) and CAT platform accumulating all tools for 

computer-assisted translation. The research is based on the material of the translation on Smartcat 

platform (a joint project of tourist guide translation (35,000 words) from Hebrew into Russian). Whilst 

errors in MT show almost equal shares of fluency and accuracy errors, errors in TM uncover more 

linguistic errors, errors on the CAT platform disclose difficulties in mastering text semantic and stylistic 

coherence. The influence of English as lingua franca appears in peculiar orthographic and punctuation 

errors in the target Russian text on Smartcat platform. The peculiar errors in translation on the CAT 

platform reveal the necessity of advanced technological competence in translators. Translators do not 

find MT very useful in their CAT tool. The errors in translation on Smartcat performed by professional 

translators reveal problems in applying CAT tools whilst translating from Hebrew into Russian.  

Computer-assisted translation, translator’s errors, language interference in translators 

Проблемы переводчиков: почему на платформах CAT появляются 

новые ошибки 

1. Introduction 
The new technological environment in the translation industry includes machine translation (MT), 

translation memory (TM) and all tools of computer-assisted translation in one place (CAT platforms). 

Applying CAT requires particular competence in modern technologies, on the one hand, and causes new 

types of errors, on the other hand. A CAT platform works as CRM (Customer-relationship Manager) 

providing tools for the translation industry from searching a translator to transferring payment for 

completed tasks. Since the industry demands fast, accurate and high-quality translation in practical 

domains, CAT platforms offer a solution to enhance the management. Meanwhile, the platforms do not 

guarantee the accurate and high-quality translation. Final output of the translation on the CAT platforms 

reveals mistakes and errors in target text due to the human factor that is represented by post-editor of MT 

as well as by a human translator who used his individual or shared TM whilst producing the target text. 

CAT tools paradoxically reveal human mistakes alongside with errors in MT and TM. The platforms are 

designed as powerful systems to explore MT and accumulate TM in order to improve accuracy and 

receive better output faster. However, instead of enhancement the output, CAT platforms provide better 

management and networking. To enhance the output of CAT we need to classify the errors and reveal 

their sources. The sources disclose gaps in design MT systems and TM usage on CAT platforms, 

revealing the perspective to improve the platforms.  

The objective of the paper is to describe the variety of the errors and mistakes in translation on a CAT 

platform (Smartcat1) compared to the types of errors in MT and TM. Analysing mistakes and errors in 

translation on Smartcat, we produce their classification and discuss features of the Smartcat design that 

                                                             
1 Smartcat Platform Inc. 2019 https://www.smartcat.ai/ 

https://www.smartcat.ai/


cause the errors. The comparison of the errors with those in MT allows for describing the impact of the 

human factor. Therefore, the structure of the article is as follows:  

 Examination of the errors typical of MT systems and TM  

 Demonstration of Smartcat possibilities and analysis of the errors types in translation on Smartcat 

 Discussion of the sources and causes of the errors and potential enhancement of the CAT 

platform. 

2. Related studies: Errors in different MT systems and shared TM  
The errors and mistakes vary in applying various translation tools. Differences in MT output errors were 

described in the aspect of various MT systems (statistics vs neural: Van Brussel et al.2018). However, 

sets of errors in MT output and TM were not analyzed in the aspect of the error type and distribution. The 

difference in the sets of errors reveals the opposition between machine algorithms of decoding / encoding 

and manual translating by more or less competent professionals.  

Errors in translation on CAT platforms did not attract researchers’ attention. The process of translating on 

CAT platforms was analysed in the aspects of tools and ways of MT and TM implementing (Zaretskaya et 

al. 2015), translators’ IT competences (Zerfass 2002) and training (Ivleva, Melekhina 2017). To the best 

of our knowledge, the analysis of the errors on CAT platforms did not yet become a subject of the 

discussion in computer science or translation industry. 

2.1. Translation errors in MT  
To describe and evaluate translation quality, specific tools as Multidimensional Quality Metrics (MQM) are 

developed. The goal of the metrics is to move away from subjective estimation to objective issues; only 

humans are responsible to determine whether an issue is an error (Lommel et al. 2013). Errors evaluation 

task can be performed manually and automatically as well (Aranberri et al. 2016).  

MT errors classification presupposes distinguishing between errors in fluency and accuracy. Fluency 

errors reduce target text readability, whilst accuracy errors misrepresent its semantics. According to the 

data from different evaluation systems and different languages, fluency errors slightly dominate over 

accuracy errors (Aranberri et al. 2016). The most typical of the fluency errors are grammatical errors 

(close to 80%: Aranberri et al. 2016: 1880); they include morphological, word order and syntax errors. 

Alongside with grammatical errors, stylistic and even orthographic errors occur in MT output 

notwithstanding sophisticated spellcheckers. In developing and improving MT, the task to prevent and 

edit fluency errors appears to be simpler compared to the prevention of accuracy errors. Modern NMT 

systems allow for decreasing number of morphological, lexical and word order errors (e.g., for English-

German translation: Bentivogli et al. 2016). Nevertheless, the density of the fluency errors is still high for 

languages with rich morphology and free word order, as Hebrew and Russian. Considering accuracy 

errors, researchers determine three different semantic procedures whilst processing source text content: 

omission, addition, and shifting of information. Compared to its source text, the target text becomes: (a) 

less informative, (b) includes additional information, (c) includes irrelevant information due to 

mistranslation (including lexical and terminological errors).  

Untranslated segments of the source text and omission of information in the target texts occur very 

frequently, covering approximately 50% of the accuracy errors (Burchardt et al. 2017). The information 

from a source text could be omitted in MT because of syntax complexity and simplification of collocations 

or idioms semantics. The omission occurs regularly in various MT systems (Van Brussel et al. 2018).  

To summarise, the set of MT errors contains the following error types: grammatical, stylistic, orthographic, 

terminological, lexical, mistranslation, addition, omission, untranslated segments (Fig. 1). 



 

Fig. 1. Classification of errors in MT outputs based on manual and automatic performance of error 

evaluation task 

2.2. Translation errors in TM 
One of the most popular TM stores almost 1.5 billion translation units; 10 million users operate the TM 

monthly (Barbu et al. 2016: 146). The shared TM accumulates mistakes and errors of all participants; 

their translations vary in strategies, individual styles and accuracy. For TM, solving the problem of 

cleaning from mistakes and errors becomes a task of the current interest. The project Automatic 

Translation Memory Cleaning Shared Task offers a technique to eliminate mistakes and errors in the 

shared TM. Participating in the project, translators identified the most frequent errors as linguistic ones 

(89% of all errors that was found in the TM: (op. cit.: 160)). The participants of the project considered the 

accuracy errors as belonging to the sphere of language semantics; the human evaluators referred to the 

inaccurate translation as adequacy errors. The structure of TM does not presuppose untranslated 

segments, so the most frequent error in MT outputs does not occur in TM. Meanwhile, the participants of 

the project detected errors associated with incomprehension of the domain of the source text. Translators’ 

failure to recognise the source text domain leads to errors in pragmatics and discourse, which were not 

considered whilst evaluating errors in MT outputs.  

According to the research, the most frequent linguistic errors belong to five categories (op. cit.: 160):  

1. Adequacy: “bad and inconsistent translations”, “mistranslations and incoherent translations” or 

“translations not taking into account the domain of the source text” (29.9%)  

2. Grammatical and morphosyntactic errors (21.4%)  

3. Terminological and lexical errors (12.5%) 

4. Orthographic errors (9.9%) 

5. Stylistic errors (9.0%) 

The TM errors distribution differs from the distribution of the errors in MT outputs: TM stores less 

accuracy errors and more fluency errors (stylistic). Since TM contains results of manual translation 

performed by professionals with different level of the competences, the human factor causes the 

difference in the error distribution. Translators are sensitive to style-shifting in the target language and 

can choose a relevant cognitive strategy to process semantics of the source language avoiding omission 

and addition.  



3. Description of the CAT platform and materials of the study  
The study is conducted on the material of a joint project of a tourist guide translation from Hebrew into 

Russian on Smartcat performed by a team of translators from an international online agency2. The source 

text is represented in Smartcat in 9 files that include approximately 35,0003 words in 3118 segments (avg 

10 words in a segment).  

Translator’s working window on Smartcat includes a table with a segment / several short segments of the 

source text and a field for its translation into a target language. Yellow signs with numbers mark the 

source text formatting, which is important for the target text. Above the table, the tool bar allows for 

searching of words in source and target, navigating the document and switching between segments, 

establishing links, etc. Under the table, the chat window is opened. The tools (MT, TM (individual and 

shared), dictionaries, thesaurus, etc.) are available in the right part of the screen (Fig.2). 

 

Fig. 2. Working window on Smartcat 

MT is available to be implemented in the platform directly; a translator is able to permit or prohibit 

automatic MT of the source document. Interviewing translators, (Zaretskaya et al. 2015) revealed their 

preference to ignore MT output whilst translating into inflectional languages. The platforms provide a 

translator with powerful tools; however, insufficiency of the technological competence limits translator’s 

skills to adjust the tools to his / her needs. Notwithstanding translator’s revision of his / her output and 

enhancing the target text, it is although an opportunity to miss an error.  

Facilitating decoding and encoding, a CAT platform transforms the translator’s environment into 

computer-mediated communication (CMC) with colleagues and customers. In CMC, errors occur 

frequently. The errors are similar to those in written texts but include also overusing Anglicisms that 

appears to be a peculiar error in CMC (Jiménez-Crespo 2010). English as a lingua franca in the Internet 

causes the increasing number of Anglicisms.  

Translation on CAT platforms opens various opportunities to complete complicated tasks. Translators are 

able to apply TM, annotate a target text structure, look for equivalent in thesauruses, create glossaries, 

download the output and post-edit it. Collaborators of the project can work simultaneously and 

communicate in real time. The platform provides tools for monitoring the task performance, navigating in 

                                                             
2 The access to the resource is limited due to the policy of the online translation agency. Nevertheless, the 
platform itself is available https://www.smartcat.ai// 
3 It is hard to determine the exact number of word forms because sometimes the author amended the text in 
Hebrew owing to the necessity to provide the accurate data and information. Nevertheless, the number of 
segments was constant.   

https://www.smartcat.ai/


the document, tracking revisions of target segments, quality assurance. CAT platforms enhance the 

efficacy of the translator’s work.  

What kind of errors are typical of the CAT platforms? Does a translator working on a CAT platform 

produce better result than a revised output of NMT? 

4. Discussion of the errors in the translation on Smartcat 

4.1. Distribution of errors in translation  
In contempt of the quality translation tools available on CAT platforms, various errors occur in translation 

projects4. In this research, we analyse the target text that was already accepted by the customer as a 

completed translation of the source text. In the revised Hebrew-Russian translation of the tourist guide 

performed in Smartcat, segments with various errors include 3% of the text volume in word forms. The 

version of the translation represents the option that the project manager sends to a writer for revision and 

polishing before publishing. The distribution of the errors reflects particular characteristics of the 

translation and target text editing on Smartcat (Fig.3). 

 

Figure 3. Distribution of errors in the translation project on Smartcat platform: 
1 – Orthographic (18%), 2 – Punctuation (18%), 3 – Grammatical (9%), 4 – Stylistic (40%), 5 – 

Lexical (14%), 6 – Mistranslation (0,9 %), 7 – Addition (0,1%) 
 

Whilst revising the translation, an editor removed accuracy errors and enhanced the text fluency and 

readability. Even after revising, the stylistic errors as unnecessary style-shifting in a target sentence occur 

regularly. The stylistic errors reflect well-known peculiarity in Hebrew-Russian translation associated with 

the rich network of synonyms in the Russian vocabulary and usage of the distinctive syntactic 

constructions in Russian texts according to the particular style. The shares of the orthographic and 

punctuation errors in the target text are higher than in MT output. Meanwhile, Smartcat presupposes 

automatic spell checking and grammar checking. Probably, the platform design features and peculiarities 

of the human text perception in the CMC environment cause the errors. The orthographic errors with 

explanations are represented in the Table 1. 

                                                             
4 The manual error evaluation was performed by an expert, professional linguist (PhD in Russian Linguistics from 
Saint-Petersburg State University), according the current norm of Russian Literary Language.  
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Table 1. Explanation of the orthographic errors in the target text 

Description 
of error 

Percentage Example Cause Explanation 

Skipping spaces 

between words 
27% в концешестидесятых годов A sign for new 

line according to 
the formatting of 
the source 

segment 

The mistakes occur because 

the text view in the output 
differs from its view on the 
screen 

Overuse of 
capitalisation 

59% Война за Независимость Израиля Interference with 
English: Israel’s 

War of 
Independence 

In Hebrew, capitalisation is 
not in use. In English, capital 

letters mark all words in the 
phrase. In Russian, the 
norms are more 

sophisticated. A translator 
made a wrong choice under 
the influence of English  

Wrong spelling   11% На территории центра действуют 
городская консерватория 
"Акадама", балетная школа и 

студия танца, местные ансамбли 
исполнителей и городские 
оркестры, а так же великолепный 

музеей искусств, известный по 
всей стране и за рубежом. 

Sophisticated 
norms of the 
Russian 

orthography 

A translator and editor do 
not recognise the 
conjunction and apply the 

rule for spelling the adverb 
with the particle  

Erratum in 

compound 
3% Ультра-ортодоксальный Mistakes in rare 

words and 
terminology 

Working under pressure, a 

translator and an editor skip 
the spell-checking of the 
target text 

 

The orthographic errors are mostly evoked by interference with the English language norms. Nowadays, 

translators become at least trilingual since English serves as a lingua franca. Errors caused by formatting 

the target text reflect insufficiency of the technological competence in translators. The errors also reveal 

gaps in the knowledge of the target language orthographic norms in cases of wrong spelling and erratum 

in compound.  

The very similar reasons cause the punctuation errors. Under the influence of the English language, 

translators overused commas (,) after complements in the beginning of the sentence and colon (:) instead 

of em dash (–). Due to the signs of text formatting on the platform, translators miss marks in compound 

sentences. However, almost 30% of the punctuation errors show insufficient competence in Russian 

punctuation norms.  

Lexical errors in Smartcat are similar to those in MT and TM; they reveal misunderstanding of terminology 

and wrong lexical choice. Regarding the grammatical errors, the errors are akin to those in Russian 

colloquial speech. 

Summarising, the orthographic and punctuation errors reveal insufficient command of the CAT tools and 

some gaps in the target language competence in translators. On the one hand, it is necessary to train 

skills to master CAT beforehand; on the other hand, io]CAT platforms developers might foresee some 

problems of implementing text-formatting instruments in the platform. 

Compared to the errors in MT output and TM storage, the errors in translation on the CAT platform 

disclose, alongside with frequent errors in stylistics, skilful mastery of the target language grammar, more 

accurate and adequate lexical choice. The human factor affects the errors distribution in the translation on 

the CAT platform. Smartcat improves the technological environment overcoming disadvantages of MT 

and TM thanks to the opportunity to choose different tool for the particular source segment. 



4.2. Peculiar errors associated with the CAT platform 
Alongside with advantages, applying the tools brings new problems to solve. Specific errors occur in the 

translations on CAT platforms due to several reasons:  

 Source text segmentation, when semantic connection to some distant segment might be lost  

 Working window formatting, when it is necessary to see on the screen several segments and look 

through their revisions at the same time  

 Ignoring of some useful tools  

 Using English as lingua franca in CMC with collaborators. 

Peculiar errors reveal the problems associated with a source text segmentation into sentences that may 

trigger translator to preserve the sentence boundaries and use Russian compound sentences instead of 

translating the segment as a chain of simple sentences. In this case, punctuation errors appear.  

Difficulties of the anaphora resolution in distant semantically coherent segments are also associated with 

the source text segmentation and a working window formatting. Mistakes in the use of a pronoun can be 

recognized in the process of editing the target text.  

A joint project presupposes different translators to translate files of the source document. To generate the 

coherence and contiguity of the whole document, the files have to be revised by a third-party editor to 

avoid conflict of interest. The editor-reviser is also responsible for improving the target text pragmatic and 

genre characteristics. CAT platforms evoke bottom top translation whilst the editor-reviser uses top to 

bottom strategy.  

5. Conclusion 
It is a commonplace to blame MT for linguistic errors in translation, although MT systems become more 

accurate. Nevertheless, the accuracy errors reflect the consequences of the current gaps in linguistic 

decoding and encoding. The difference of distributions of error types in MT and TM shows the necessity 

of distinctive strategies whilst operating MT and TM on different CAT platforms. Revising MT output, a 

translator needs to reconsider source segments in order to recognize untranslated phrases. Combining 

human competence and computer tools, translation on Smartcat platform allows for fast generating 

translation of acceptable quality. 

CAT tools gain the time, increasing speed of translating. This advantage plays crucial role in the global 

world communication because exceptional quality of target texts does not interest customers. Preferring 

fast results, a customer evaluates readability, grammatical correctness, an accuracy of lexical choice, and 

relevance to the purpose of communication, as s/he understands it. Stylistics and discourse features of 

the target text get value in specific situations (in academic, legal or literary translation). Applying CAT, a 

translator manages the cross-cultural communication, because s/he is able to foresee the effect of 

various versions of source text translation and the target text functioning in the target culture. 

To improve outputs of translation on CAT platforms, translators need advanced technological skills on the 

one hand; but on the other hand, the feedback can trigger new ideas in developers of the MT systems 

and CAT platforms to adjust the software to the needs of translators. 
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